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Thank you for your interest in The 4 Stages of Psychological Safety
Team program.  

This program works directly with teams (maximum 20 participants) to
strengthen inclusion, collaboration and innovation through a series of
workshops, baseline and monitoring surveys and co-designed
interventions that work to strengthen each of the four stages of
psychological safety. 

The 4 Stages of Psychological Safety is a program developed by
Oxford Trained social scientist Dr Timothy Clark.  The program is
based on four elements: Inclusion safety, Learner safety, Contributor
Safety and Challenger safety.  All four elements must be strong to
have psychological safety in the team.

The concept of Psychological Safety is not new, however, it is only in
recent years it has gained a stronger presence, primarily through
work being done globally on the mentally healthy workplaces
initiatives.

Creating Psychological Safety in the workplace is a fundamental
component of a mentally healthy workplace.  

In a mentally healthy workplace the risk of psychological harm is
managed and positive psychological activities are strengthened.
Overall, there is a focus on promoting mentally healthy ways of
working, protecting people from harm and supporting one another.

This unique program provides a structured, practical way to do just
that; in a way that your team will own and hold accountability for.
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What is Psychological Safety?
Psychological safety is a social condition in which human beings feel (1)
included, (2) safe to learn, (3) safe to contribute, and (4) safe to challenge
the status quo—all without fear of being embarrassed, marginalized, or
punished in some way.

Why is Psychological Safety Important?
Psychological safety is the single most important variable in
understanding the performance of any team, at any level, in any industry. 

The 4 Stages of Psychological Safety Team Survey is about
shining a light on perceptions of vulnerability and patterns of interaction
among team members to assess how they collaborate and perform. 

We use the survey results to influence the behavior, performance, and
happiness of teams in an effort to achieve inclusion and innovation.

How do we measure Psychological Safety?
We measure psychological safety with a 12-item instrument, using an 11-
point scale that ranges from 0-to-10.

Each of the 4 stages of psychological safety is measured with a three-
item psychometric scale . We aggregate the anonymous responses of
each team member and display the data through a series of charts to
help managers focus their efforts and improve results over time. See
page 5 for examples of reports.
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A half day workshop to unpack the concept of psychological safety
and what this looks like in the workplace

A baseline team survey to assess where the team sits overall, and
against each of the four stages 

Facilitation of a team co-design workshop, where results are
presented and the team chooses the actions and behaviours proven
to lift each stage (the survey report provides recommendations,
teams simply choose the activities they agree to focus on)

Quarterly monitoring surveys and dashboard reports

Optional six month workshop to monitor and reinforce progress. 

The 4 Stages of Psychological Safety program includes:

 This is a 12 month program.  Workshops are held virtually or face to face
depending on team locations and prevailing COVID restrictions.

(Minimum 5 people, maximum 20 people per team.)
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12 Month Program
$4500.00 + GST 

plus $38 per survey, per person.



Sample  Reports 
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Your Facilitator 

Tanya is a mentally healthy workplaces
specialist and cultural change leader with
more than 20+ years as a business professional observing organisational
and individual behaviour and seeing the impact of both on
psychological safety within the workplace. 

She has been consulting with clients to develop their mentally healthy
workplaces strategies and supporting them to navigate the change
required to shift cultures and create a safe space for team effectiveness
and innovation.

As a Leadership Coach, Tanya has supported many established and
emerging executives to manage change in environments where this is
the norm; assisting them to lead effective and psychologically safe
change and manage change resistance which so often hamstrings
organisational efforts and impacts on leaders and followers alike.

An advocate of inclusive and psychologically safe workplaces, Tanya is a
certified trainer and coach of the Leader Factor, 4 Stages of
Psychological Safety program and a member of the Leader Factor
certified trainers alumni.

Tanya also works as a research assistant with Deakin University School of
Business on a high performance leadership research study.
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